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Abstract 

Occurrence features of the preliminary impulse (PI) of geomagnetic sudden 

commencement (SC) both in the Pacific Ocean and South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) regions 

were investigated using the long-term magnetic field data obtained from the Circum-pan 

Pacific Magnetometer (CPMN) and NICT Space Weather Monitaring (NSWM) 

magnetometer networks. The low-latitude preliminary reverse impulse (PRI) at Okinawa 

(OKI: dip latitude = 37.97o) in the Pacific Ocean region appeared in all the magnetic local 

time (MLT) sectors with the peak occurrence rate of 40 % around noon. On the other hand, 

the PRI occurrence rate at Santa Maria (SMA: dip latitude = -34.35o) near the center of the 



SAA region, showed a significant enhancement in the daytime sector (08-16 h, MLT) with 

the peak value of 80 %, which resembles the occurrence feature of the equatorial PRI. 

Moreover, the PRI amplitude around noon at SMA was about 3.0 times larger than that at 

OKI. From the calculation of the ionospheric conductivity derived from the IRI-2007 and 

NRLMSISE-00 models, it is shown that the height-integrated conductivity was more 

enhanced in the SAA region (SMA), where the ambient magnetic field intensity is weak, 

compared with that in the Pacific Ocean region (OKI). Therefore, the anomalous increase 

of the PRI occurrence and amplitude is caused by the significant enhancement of the 

ionospheric conductivity due to the weakness of the ambient magnetic field intensity in the 

SAA region. 

 

1. Introduction 

The geomagnetic sudden commencement (SC) is characterized by a sudden increase of 

the H-component of magnetic field in low latitudes on the ground within ten minutes. This 

phenomenon is cased by an abrupt enhancement of the Chapman-Ferraro current in the 

dayside magnetopause associated with the sudden magnetospheric compression, which is 

triggered by a rapid enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure related to interplanetary 



shocks or discontinuities. The enhanced Chapman-Ferraro current produces a step-like 

increase of northward magnetic field in the magnetosphere [e.g., Kokubun, 1983; 

Kuwashima and Fukunishi, 1985], plasmasphere [Shinbori et al., 2004] and on the ground 

[e.g., Araki, 1977]. However, the ground magnetic field signature of step-like increase is 

seen only in low latitudes of less than 20o (geomagnetic latitude: GMLAT) [e.g., Matsushita, 

1962; Araki, 1977, 1994; Russell et al., 1992]. The waveform of magnetic field signatures 

during SC shows two-pulse structure, consisting of the preliminary impulse (PI) with its 

duration time of ~1 minute followed by the main impulse (MI). The occurrence feature and 

amplitude of the PI and MI signatures strongly depend on magnetic latitude and local time 

[e.g., Nagata, 1952; Matsushita, 1962; Rastogi and Sastri, 1974; Araki, 1977, 1994; Araki et 

al., 1985; Tsunomura, 1998, 1999; Kikuchi et al., 2001; Shinbori et al., 2009]. At high 

latitude in the afternoon sector, a preliminary reverse impulse (PRI) frequently appears with 

its duration time of about 1 minute before the onset of an MI signature, while a preliminary 

positive impulse (PPI) is observed in the morning sector [e.g., Nagata, 1952; Matsushita, 

1962; Araki, 1977; Kikuchi and Araki, 1985]. The amplitude of the PRI and PPI signatures 

tends to decrease with decrease of magnetic latitude [Nagata, 1952], and these magnetic 

signatures were rarely detected at low latitudes of less than 20o (GMLAT) [Matsushita, 



1962; Araki, 1977, 1994]. However, the PRI signature appears at the daytime magnetic 

equator, again, simultaneously with the high-latitude PRI in the afternoon sector. The 

occurrence rate of the PRI maximizes around local noon [e.g., Rastogi and Sastri, 1974; 

Araki, 1977]. Rastogi and Sastri [1974] reported that the occurrence rate of the equatorial 

PRI strongly depends on the dip latitude. The global morphology of the PRI signature has 

been explained by the magnetic effects of two-cell ionospheric currents driven by a 

dusk-to-dawn electric field which is imposed on the polar ionosphere carried by 

field-aligned currents (FACs) [e.g., Araki, 1977, 1994; Kikuchi et al., 2001; Sastri, 2002]. 

The dusk-to-dawn electric field propagates instantaneously to the magnetic equator where it 

generates the westward ionospheric currents to produce the PRI signature on the ground. 

On the other hand, an MHD simulation of the magnetospheric response to solar wind 

impulse gives comprehensive information on the FACs and ionospheric current system 

generated during the PI phase [e.g., Slinker et al., 1999; Fujita et al, 2003a, 2003b]. 

It has been known from earlier studies that the PPI and PRI pulses are frequently 

observed in the morning and afternoon sectors, respectively, of the middle-latitude region 

from 55o to 20o (GMLAT). The PRI occurrence rate decreases abruptly with decrease of 

magnetic latitude from 49.0o to 29.2o [e.g., Nagata, 1952; Matsushita, 1962; Yamada et al., 



1997]. Kikuchi et al. [2001] demonstrated that the PPI signature frequently appears at 

middle latitudes in the afternoon sector during winter season while the morning PPI 

occurrence does not depend on season. They pointed out that the magnetic effects produced 

by the FACs play a major role in the afternoon PPI at middle latitudes, based on the results 

of model calculation proposed by Tsunomura and Araki [1984]. In recent studies, the 

magnetic effects of the FACs have been applied for the physical mechanism of the 

nighttime enhancement of SC amplitude in the middle and low latitudes during an MI phase 

[Araki et al., 2006, 2009; Shinbori et al., 2009]. 

The PPI signature in the nighttime sector of the dip equator also appears simultaneously 

with the PRI one in the daytime sector. Araki et al. [1985] found that there are two kinds of 

magnetic field perturbations associated with SCs in the nighttime sector, based on the 

results of rapid-run magnetograms from Guam (GUM, GMLAT=5.2o N): one is the 

ordinary waveform of magnetic field variations during SCs with a simple step-like increase 

in the H-component, and another is with two step-like magnetic field variations. The latter 

has been called ‘Stepwise SC’. The maximum occurrence of the Stepwise SC was at 03:00 

(MLT). Araki et al. [1985] interpreted this occurrence feature of the nighttime Stepwise SC 

as the magnetic effects of the eastward ionospheric currents driven by the dusk-to-dawn 



electric field penetrated to the equatorial ionosphere in the nighttime sector. Using 

high-resolution (1 second) geomagnetic field data obtained at Jicamarca (JIC, 

GMLAT=0.0o) in a period from 1998 to 2005, Han and Li [2008] showed that the 

occurrence rate of the PPI/Stepwise SC events in the dawn sector (04-07 h, MLT) was 

clearly higher than that in the nighttime sector (22-03 h, MLT). From the occurrence feature 

of the PPI/Stepwise SC, they suggested that the dawn-time enhancement of the 

PPI/Stepwise at the magnetic equator reflects the magnetic effects of the ionospheric 

currents and FACs. 

In the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region, total geomagnetic field F has been known 

to be depressed significantly (F~23000 nT), compared with the averaged total field 

(F~40000 nT) on the Earth’s surface. Due to the low field intensity over the SAA region, 

the trapped and azimuthally drifting energetic particles originating from the inner radiation 

belt, bouncing between hemispheres, precipitate deeply into the ionosphere and atmosphere 

[e.g., Macdonald and Walt, 1962; Vernov et al., 1967; Tsurutani and Lakhina, 1997]. The 

particle precipitation results in the enhanced ionospheric conductivity at the altitude of D- 

and E-region due to increase of ionization during both the quiet and disturbed periods 

suggested by observations of the Ionosonde, riometer, and VLF radio propagation [e.g., 



Abdu et al., 1973; Nishino et al., 2002]. Abdu et al. [1998, 2003a, b] reported that the 

ionospheric conductivity tends to be more enhanced during the disturbed periods than 

during the quiet ones. The anomalous ionization and new finding of the associated 

electrodynamics in the SAA region near the magnetic equator have in detail been reviewed 

in the paper of Abdu et al. [2005]. Recently, Trivedi et al. [2005] reported that the SC 

amplitude during the MI phase tends to be more enhanced near the center of the SAA 

region than in the other regions, based on the analysis results of 37 SC events. They 

interpreted this observation as an intensification of ionospheric currents due to the 

enhancement of ionospheric conductivity associated with the precipitation of electrons and 

ions from the inner radiation belt into the atmosphere of the SAA region. 

  In the present data analysis of the long-term observations with high time resolution of 1 

or 3 second, we found that well-defined magnetic field signatures of the PRI and PPI 

frequently appeared at the Santa Maria station (SMA, GMLAT=-19.82o; dip 

latitude=-34.35o) located near the center of the SAA region. This magnetic field signature in 

low latitudes during SC is quite different from that shown in the past studies [e.g., 

Matsushita, 1962; Araki, 1977, 1994]. In this paper, we first present the difference between 

the PRI and PPI occurrence features during SCs in the SAA and Pacific Ocean regions from 



the dip equator to low latitudes by analyzing a large number of SC events occurred within a 

period from 1996 to 2008. Based on the above results, we clarify a cause of the different 

occurrence feature of the PRI and PPI signatures in the SAA region using ionospheric 

conductivity deduced from the IRI-2007 [Bilitza and Reinisch, 2008] and NRLMSISE-00 

[Picone et al., 2002] models. 

 

2. Observation Data 

2-1. Identification of SC events 

Using the SYM-H index [Iyemori, 1990; Iyemori and Rao, 1996] with high time 

resolution of 1 minute, we first identified the magnetic field signature of an abrupt increase 

with its amplitude of more than 5 nT within 10 minutes in the SYM-H index. In this case, 

3786 events of the magnetic field disturbance are found in a long period from January 1996 

to December 2008. Since the SYM-H index is deduced from averaging magnetic field 

disturbances of the H-component obtained from 6 stations which are located in the 

middle-latitude region with approximately equal longitudinal span, magnetic field effects of 

the ionospheric DP 2-type currents may be eliminated as already described in the paper of 

Araki et al. [1993]. They demonstrated that the upper envelope in the scatter plot of the Dst 



index depends mainly on the square root of solar wind dynamic pressure jump. Therefore, 

we can say that the magnetic field disturbances of a sudden increase in the SYM-H index 

are related to the enhancement of the Chapman-Ferraro current due to the sudden 

compression of the magnetosphere. However, the above criterion possibly includes other 

geomagnetic disturbances such as an abrupt increase of the H-component geomagnetic field 

during the early recovery phase of geomagnetic storms or positive bay phenomena 

associated with the onset of substorms. In order to exclude these magnetospheric 

phenomena, we checked whether there is a sudden enhancement of solar wind dynamic 

pressure in the solar wind corresponding to a sudden increase event in the SYM-H index or 

not. Here, we referred the solar wind and IMF data obtained from the IMP-8, Geotail, ACE 

and Wind satellites. These data were provided from the CDAWeb site 

(http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/). In particular, for exclusion of positive bay phenomena 

associated with the onset of substorms, we identified Pi 2 magnetic pulsations [e.g., Saito et 

al., 1976] at the onset of a sudden increase of the SYM-H value. In this data analysis, we 

used ground magnetic field data with high-time resolution of 1 or 3 seconds obtained from 

the low-latitude stations belonging to the Circum-Pan-Pacific-Magnetometer-Network 

(CPMN) [Yumoto and the CPMN Group, 2001] and NICT Space Weather Monitoring 



(NSWM) [Kikuchi et al., 2008] operated by Kyushu University and NICT, respectively. As 

a result, we could identify 3163 events of the magnetic field disturbance purely related to a 

sudden enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure in a period from January 1996 to 

December 2008. In the present study, we defined the magnetic field signature as SC. 

 

2-2. Station data and definition of the PI and MI signatures 

For each SC event identified by the above method, the precise onset time, duration time 

and amplitude of the PI and MI signatures were identified by referring geomagnetic field 

variations of the H-component from the rapid sampling records with the time resolution of 

1 or 3 seconds. The rapid sampling data were obtained from 9 stations of Ancon (ANC, 

11.79S, 77.16W geographic coordinates (GR), 3.10N, 354.66E geomagnetic coordinates 

(GM)), Sao Luis (SLZ, 2.60S, 44.20W GR, 6.49N, 27.75E GM), Eusebio (EUS, 3.85S, 

38.42W GR, 4.72N, 33.41E GM), Santa Maria (SMA, 29.72S, 53.72W GR, 19.82S, 13.31E, 

GM) Okinawa (OKI, 24.75N, 125.33E GR, 16.87N, 198.41E GM), Cebu (CEB, 10.35N, 

123.91E GR, 0.85N, 195.27E GM), Pohnpei (PON, 7.00N, 158.33E GR, 0.27N, 229.44E 

GM), Guam (GAM, 13.59N, 144.87E GR, 5.30N, 215.64E GM), and Yap (YAP, 9.49N, 

138.09E GR, 0.38N, 209.21E GM) located from the low latitudes to equator in the Pacific 



and SAA regions. The OKI, GAM, YAP, SLZ and SMA stations belongs to NSWM, while 

the ANC, EUS, SMA, CEB, and PON ones is a part of CPMN. Table 1 presents the data 

analysis period and the number of SC events for each station. 

In the present analysis, we defined a negative impulse with its amplitude of more than 

0.1 nT as a PRI signature, which precedes an abrupt increase of the H-component during 

SCs. The PRI amplitude is identified as the difference between the geomagnetic field levels 

of the H-component before the PRI onset and at the time when the minimum was recorded. 

On the other hand, for determination of the PPI signature, which frequently appears at the 

nighttime equator and at the low and middle latitudes of the morning sector, we identified a 

stepwise magnetic signature of the H-component during SCs reported by Araki et al. 

[1985]. 

 

3. Examples of SC events 

3-1. 21 October 2001 SC 

  Figure 1 shows magnetic field variations of the H-component in both the SAA and 

Pacific Ocean regions associated with SC occurred at 16:47:45 (UT) on 21 October, 2001. 

The upper and lower panels indicate the H-component data with the time resolution of 1 



second obtained at the ANC, EUS and SMA stations in the SAA region and at the OKI, 

GAM, CEB, YAP, and PON stations in the Pacific Ocean region, respectively. The time 

interval is 7 minutes from 16:46 to 16:53 (UT). The vertical dashed lines in both the panels 

give the onset time of SC, while the dotted-dashed line in the lower panel indicates the peak 

amplitude of the PPI/Stepwise signature [Araki et al., 1985] associated with SC. In this case, 

the SAA and Pacific Ocean regions are located in the noon (12-13 h, MLT) and midnight 

(1-2 h, MLT) sectors, respectively. The upper panel in Figure 1 shows that a distinctive PRI 

magnetic field signature appeared at all the stations in a region from the low latitude (dip 

latitude: -34.35o) to the equator (dip latitude: 1.43o) in the SAA region about 1 minute 

before the beginning of the MI signature. The PRI signature started simultaneously at 

16:47:45 (UT) at all the stations. The maximum PRI amplitudes at ANC, EUS and SMA are 

recorded as 64.72 nT, 8.55 nT and 24.83 nT at 16:48:19, 16:48:13 and 16:48:12 (UT), 

respectively. It is quiet evident from this result that the PRI amplitude at SMA (dip latitude: 

-34.35o) in the low latitude is about three times larger than that at EUS (dip latitude: 

-11.99o) near the magnetic equator. Therefore, this PRI occurrence and amplitude are quite 

different from that obtained from the past studies, which showed that the PRI signature can 

rarely be observed in the dip latitudes of more than 15o [e.g., Matsushita, 1962; Araki, 1977, 



1994]. 

  On the other hand, the lower panel in Figure 1 shows that a step-like or stepwise 

variation of the H-component appears at the SC onset with its amplitude of 27-42 nT in the 

Pacific Ocean region of the nighttime sector. The onset time was almost coincident with 

that of the PRI signature in the SAA region of the daytime sector. Especially, the magnetic 

signature of the H-component at PON and YAP near the equatorial region showed a 

PPI/Stepwise variation indicated by the vertical dotted-dashed line at 16:48:17 (UT). This 

signature can not clearly be seen in the waveform of magnetic field variation at OKI in the 

low-latitude region. This result indicates that the magnetic field variation at OKI mainly 

consists of the magnetic disturbances produced by the Chapman-Ferraro and field-aligned 

currents [e.g., Araki, 1977; Shinbori et al., 2009].  

In order to confirm the PPI/Stepwise signature near the equatorial region associated with 

SC, we subtracted the magnetic field variation of the H-component at OKI from that 

detected at each equatorial station (GAM, CEB, YAP and PON). Then, we added latitude 

correction to the magnetic field variation at OKI in this calculation. Figure 2 shows the 

equatorial magnetic field variation of the H-component subtracted from that at OKI during 

SC. The format of this figure is the same as that of the panel (b) in Figure 1. In Figure 2, the 



magnetic field signatures at GAM, YAP, and PON shows a rapid increase with its duration 

time of 49-62 seconds around 16:47:44 (UT) after the onset of SC, corresponding to the 

PPI/Stepwise waveform. The onset time of the PPI/Stepwise signature is almost coincident 

with that of the daytime PRI detected in the SAA region. The maximum PPI amplitudes at 

GAM, YAP and PON are recorded as 6.38 nT, 2.62 nT and 6.92 nT at 16:48:25, 16:48:13 

and 16:48:13 (UT), respectively. This magnetic signature has been thought as the magnetic 

effect of eastward ionospheric current driven by the dusk-to-dawn electric field [Araki et al., 

1985, Han and Li, 2008 and Kikuchi et al., 2009]. After the PPI/Stepwise signature, 

magnetic pulsation with its period of 56-102 seconds appears for about 2-3 minutes at the 

three equatorial stations (PON, YAP and GAM). 

 

3-2. 4 November 2003 SC 

Figure 3 shows magnetic field variations of the H-component associated with SC 

occurred at 06:25:51 (UT) on 4 November, 2003. The upper and lower panels indicate the 

H-component data with time resolution of 1 second obtained at the SLZ, EUS and SMA 

stations in the SAA region and at the OKI, CEB, YAP, and PON stations in the Pacific 

Ocean region, respectively. The time interval is 7 minutes from 06:24 to 06:31 (UT). The 



vertical dashed lines in both the panels give the onset time of SC, while the dotted-dashed 

line in the upper panel indicates the peak amplitude of the PPI/Stepwise signature 

associated with SC. In this case, the SAA and Pacific Ocean regions are located in the 

pre-dawn (03-04 h, MLT) and afternoon (15-16 h, MLT) sectors, respectively. In the upper 

panel in Figure 3, a distinctive PPI/Stepwise magnetic field signature appeared at all the 

stations in a region from the low latitude to the equator near the SAA region. The 

PPI/Stepwise signature started simultaneously at 06:25:51 (UT) at all the stations. The 

maximum PPI/Stepwise amplitudes at SLZ, EUS and SMA are recorded as 9.94 nT, 11.01 

nT and 4.80 nT at 06:26:09, 06:26:10 and 06:26:05 (UT), respectively. In this case, the 

PPI/Stepwise amplitude at SMA in the low latitude becomes the smallest. Moreover, 

comparing the waveform of magnetic field variation at OKI during SC shown in the lower 

panel in Figure 1, the low-latitude PPI/Stepwise signature can be seen more distinctively at 

SMA. 

  On the other hand, the lower panel in Figure 3 shows that a PRI magnetic signature of 

the H-component appeared distinctively at the SC onset at all the stations in the afternoon 

sector of the Pacific Ocean regio. The onset time was almost coincident with that of the 

PPI/Stepwise signature in the pre-dawn sector of the SAA region. The maximum PRI 



amplitudes at OKI, CEB YAP and PON are recorded as 1.34 nT, 5.80 nT, 5.62 nT and 4.36 

nT at 06:25:58, 06:26:05, 06:26:06 and 06:26:06 (UT), respectively. The PRI amplitude and 

period at OKI in the low latitude (dip latitude: 37.97o) become the smallest and shortest in 

the Pacific Ocean region. However, this observational result suggests that the PRI signature 

can be observed even in the dip latitude of more than 15o. This fact is not consistent with 

the result of Matsushita [1962] and Araki [1977 and 1994]. Moreover, comparing the 

waveform of magnetic field variation at SMA shown in the upper panel in Figure 1, the PRI 

amplitude at SMA is about 8.5 times larger than that at OKI. This result indicates that there 

is a distinctive difference between the PRI responses at OKI and SMA although both the 

stations are located near the same magnetic latitude. In the next section, we will verify the 

difference of the PRI and PPI/Stepwise occurrence in between the Pacific Ocean and SAA 

regions, based on the statistical analysis result. 

 

4. Statistical Study 

  In this section, we show the statistical analysis result of occurrence features of the PRI 

and PPI/Stepwise signatures during SCs from the dip equator to low latitudes in both the 

Pacific Ocean and SAA regions. In the present analysis, we used the long-term 



geomagnetic field data obtained from the 6 stations (ANC, EUS, GAM, OKI, PON, SLZ, 

SMA and YAP). The number of SC events and analyzed period for each station are 

presented in Table 1. 

 

4.1 Occurrence rate of the PRI and PPI/Stepwise signatures during SC 

Figure 4 shows an occurrence rate of the PRI and PPI/Stepwise signatures during SCs detected 

at 8 stations as a function of magnetic local time. The left and right panels are that of the Pacific 

Ocean and SAA regions, respectively, in a dip latitude range from 1.0o to 38o. The red (PRI), blue 

(PPI) and green (Non) colors correspond to the occurrence rate of the PRI, PPI/Stepwise and 

unclear signatures, respectively. The station name and dip latitude are shown in the top of each 

panel. The dip latitude is calculated from the IGRF-10 model at the altitude of 120 km in the 

ionosphere above each station. In the left panels (a)-(d) in Figure 4, most of the PRI and 

PPI signatures in the Pacific Ocean region tend to appear dominantly in the daytime (06-18 

h, MLT) and nighttime (18-06 h, MLT) sectors, respectively. The occurrence rate decreases 

with increase of dip latitude. Especially, the peak value of the PRI around noon decreases 

abruptly from 100 % (PON) to 40 % (OKI). The equatorial PRI signature at PON and YAP 

tends to appear up to the post-dusk or pre-midnight sector (~21-22 h, MLT) with its 



occurrence rate of more than 10 %. The occurrence feature of the equatorial PRI signatures 

well agrees with the results of the past studies by Matsushita [1962] and Araki [1977]. 

However, the fact that the PPI/Stepwise occurrence rate reaches the maximum in the 

midnight sector (23-01 h, MLT) is a bit different from that reported by Araki et al. [1985] 

and Han and Li [2008]. 

In the right panels (e)-(h) in Figure 4, most of the PRI and PPI signatures in the SAA 

region tend to appear dominantly in the daytime (06-18 h, MLT) and nighttime (18-06 h, 

MLT) sectors, respectively. This tendency is almost the same as that in the Pacific Ocean 

region. However, the occurrence rate does not almost change with increase of dip latitude. 

The peak value of the PRI around noon decreases slightly from 94 % (ANC) to 80 % 

(SMA). The occurrence rate at EUS and SMA in the SAA region is larger than that at GAM 

and OKI in the Pacific Ocean region in spite of almost the same dip latitude. Especially, it 

should be noted that the PRI occurrence rate at SMA is twice as large as that at OKI around 

noon. The occurrence feature of the low-latitude PRI signatures is quite different from the 

results of the past studies by Matsushita [1962] and Araki [1977]. 

 

4.2 Local time dependence of the PRI amplitude 



Figure 5 shows an averaged distribution of the PRI amplitude at the dip equator (panel 

(a)) and off equator (panel (b)) as a function of magnetic local time. The red and green 

curves are the PRI amplitude observed in the Pacific Ocean and SAA regions, respectively. 

The value of each point is 3-hour running average. In the panel (a) in Figure 5, the 

equatorial PRI amplitude enhances significantly in the daytime sector (06-18 h, MLT) due 

to an enhancement of the ionospheric current driven by the dusk-to-dawn polar electric 

field by the Cowling effect [Hirono, 1952]. This amplitude reaches the maximum value of 

7.7 nT around 10 h (MLT). In this case, the local time dependence of the PRI amplitude 

does not show a clear difference between in the Pacific Ocean (PON) and SAA (ANC) 

regions. 

On the other hand, as shown in the bottom panel (b) in Figure 5, the local time 

dependence of the PRI amplitude show a clear difference between in the Pacific Ocean 

(OKI) and SAA (SMA) regions. The most pronounced point is that the PRI amplitude at 

SMA enhances significantly in a region from the daytime to evening sectors (05-23 h, 

MLT), compared with that at OKI. The PRI amplitude reaches the maximum around noon 

both at SMA and OKI. This value at SMA is about three times larger than that at OKI. The 

second point is that the PRI amplitude at OKI enhances slightly around midnight. This 



feature can not be seen in the averaged curves at SMA and equatorial stations (PON and 

ANC). This nighttime PRI signature at OKI can be thought as the magnetic effects of the 

FACs flowing out and into the dawn and dusk polar ionosphere, respectively. The FACs 

manifest the equatorward magnetic field disturbance in the low and middle latitudes of the 

nighttime sector, based on the result of Kikuchi et al. [2001]. 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Occurrence features of the low-latitude PRI at OKI 

In the past studies, it has been believed that the PRI signature associated with SC can 

rarely be detected in low latitudes of less than 20 degrees (GMLAT) [e.g., Matsushita, 

1962; Araki, 1977]. Araki [1977] showed that only 5 of 343 SC events at Honolulu in the 

low latitude indicate a PRI signature in the SC waveform of the H-component within a 

period from July 1957 to December 1967. In this case, the occurrence rate of the PRI 

signature becomes about 1-2 %. However, the present statistical analysis result showed that 

the PRI signature appears with its maximum occurrence rate of approximately 40 % around 

noon at OKI (37.97o, dip latitude; 16.87 o, GMLAT) as shown in the panel (d) in Figure 4. 

This value is about twenty times larger than that shown in the past studies. The significant 



enhancement of the low-latitude PRI occurrence can be considered as the following two 

reasons. One is a significant improvement of the magnetometer with high accuracy, which 

can detect a weak signature of magnetic field. In the present analysis, the daytime PRI 

amplitude at OKI was in a range from 0.22 nT to 0.51 nT. The other is digitization of the 

observation data. This enables us to easily analyze a magnetic field phenomenon with 

several criteria.  

The characteristics of the low-latitude PRI signature at OKI indicate that the PRI 

amplitude tends to enhance around noon and midnight, while the occurrence rate in the 

daytime sector was larger than in the nighttime sector. It reaches the maximum value of 

40 % around noon. This daytime enhancement, which shows that the PRI tends to appear 

dominantly in the daytime sector, is almost similar to that near the equatorial stations (for 

example, PON and ANC) except for the following two points; one is that the occurrence 

rate decreases with increase of the dip latitude. The other is that the peak location of the 

PRI amplitude at the dip equator shifts to the morning sector (~10 h, MLT), compared with 

that at the off equator. From the above result, it can be inferred that the low-latitude PRI in 

the daytime sector is produced by ionospheric currents (the Pedersen or Hall current) driven 

by a dusk-to-dawn polar electric field [Araki, 1977, 1994; Kikuchi et al., 2001]. Kikuchi et 



al. [1985] verified that the dusk-to-dawn electric field originating in the polar ionosphere 

penetrates to the low-latitude ionosphere associated with an SC, based on the HF Doppler 

and magnetic field observations with high time resolution. 

On the other hand, as shown in the panel (d) in Figure 4, the low-latitude PRI signature 

also appears in the nighttime sector (18-06 h, MLT) with its averaged occurrence rate of 

10 % (less than in the daytime sector). The nighttime PRI amplitude tends to enhance 

slightly with a peak around midnight. This occurrence feature of the nighttime PRI is in 

agreement with the southward magnetic field variation produced by the FACs flowing into 

and out the dusk and dawn polar ionosphere [Kikuchi et al., 2001]. Since the ionospheric 

conductivity in the nighttime sector is much lower than that in the daytime one, the ground 

magnetic field variation due to the FACs becomes dominant as predicted by the model 

calculation result [Kikuchi et al., 2001]. 

 

5.2 Characteristics of the equatorial PRI 

The earlier statistical study of the PRI occurrence near the equatorial region showed that 

(1) most of the PRI tend to appear dominantly in the daytime sector (06-18 h, LT) with a 

peak occurrence rate around noon (12-13 h, LT) and (2) the maximum occurrence rate is 



50 % at Guam (dip latitude: 12.1o) and 75 % at Koror (dip latitude: -0.1o) [Araki, 1977]. 

Rastgi and Sastri [1974] also showed that occurrence rate of the equatorial PRI is 

approximately 50 % at midday from the original normal-run magnetogram at Kodaikanal 

(dip latitude: 3.0o). In the present analysis, the occurrence feature of the equatorial PRI was 

in agreement with that of the above works, and did not show a remarkable difference of the 

PRI occurrence between the Pacific Ocean (PON, YAP) and SAA (ANC, SLZ) regions as 

shown in Figure 4. However, the peak value of the occurrence rate around noon becomes 

larger than that of the above works. Especially, it reaches 100 % at PON near almost the dip 

equator. The enhancement of the PRI occurrence in the equatorial region is due to a 

significant improvement of the magnetometer with high accuracy and the definition of the 

PRI phenomena. In the present study, the PRI signature was defined as a negative impulse 

with its amplitude of more than 0.1 nT as already described in section 2. Moreover, in the 

past studies [e.g., Matsushita, 1962; Araki, 1977], since a rapid-run magnetogram was 

usually used to identify the PRI waveform associated with SCs, it seems that a detailed 

analysis of magnetic field variations with a small amplitude can not be conducted. 

The occurrence of the PPI/Stepwise signature in the nighttime sector concentrates in a 

local time range of 22-05 h (LT: local time) with its maximum occurrence rate of 50 % at 



03 h (LT) [Araki et al., 1985]. Han and Li [2008] found that the occurrence rate of the PPI 

enhances in the dawn sector (05-07 h, LT) using geomagnetic field data obtained at 

Jicamarca (dip latitude: 1.5 degrees). They interpreted the dawn enhancement of the PPI 

occurrence as the magnetic effects produced by both the ionospheric currents and 

field-aligned currents (FACs), based on the model calculation result of Kikuchi et al. [2001]. 

However, in the present study, the occurrence feature of the PPI/Stepwise signature did not 

show a predawn or dawn enhancement of the occurrence rate near the dip equatorial 

stations (PON and ANC) pointed out by Araki et al. [1985] and Han and Li [2008]. Instead, 

the occurrence rate became the maximum around midnight (23-01 h, MLT).  

 

5.3 Enhancement of the low-latitude PRI in the SAA region (SMA) 

As already shown in the panel (h) in Figure 4, the occurrence rate of the PRI and 

PPI/Stepwise signatures was enhanced significantly at SMA near the center of the SAA 

region, compared with that at OKI in the Pacific Ocean region. The peak occurrence of the 

PRI signature at SMA is twice as large as that at OKI around noon. The PRI amplitude at 

SMA was also enhanced significantly with the peak value of 1.5 nT around noon, which is 

three times larger than at OKI as shown in the panel (b) in Figure 5. Moreover, this 



occurrence distribution of the PRI signature is almost the same as that in the equatorial 

region (for example, ANC and EUS) although the maximum occurrence rate at SMA is a 

little smaller than near the dip equator. This fact indicates that both the equatorial and 

low-latitude PRI are produced by ionospheric currents driven by the dusk-to-dawn polar 

electric field. Therefore, the enhancement of the PRI amplitude at SMA suggests that the 

ionospheric conductivity in the SAA region tends to be much higher than that in the other 

regions. 

In order to verify whether the ionospheric conductivity near the center of the SAA region 

is higher than that in the Pacific Ocean region, we calculated the height-integrated 

ionospheric conductivity at 4 stations (PON, OKI, ANC and SMA), based on the 

International Reference Ionosphere 2007 (IRI-2007) [Bilitza and Reinisch, 2008] and 

NRLMSISE-00 [Picone et al., 2002] models. The IRI is an empirical standard model of the 

ionosphere, based on all available data sources (the powerful incoherent scatter radars 

(Jicamarca, Arecibo, Millstone Hill, Malvern, and St. Santin), the ISIS and Alouette topside 

sounders, and in situ instruments on several satellites and rockets). This empirical model 

provides monthly averages of the electron density, electron temperature, ion temperature, 

and ion composition in the altitude range from 50 km to 2000 km for given location, time 



and date. The NRLMSISE-00 is an empirical and global model of the Earth's atmosphere 

from ground to space. ‘NRL’ and ‘MSIS’ stand for the US Naval Research Laboratory and 

Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar, respectively. ‘E’ of NRLMSISE indicates 

that the model extends from the ground through exosphere and 00 is the year of release. 

This model provides the composition of the neutral atmosphere, total mass density and 

temperature for given location as input parameters: date, time, local apparent solar time, 81 

day average of F10.7 solar flux, daily magnetic index, altitude geodetic latitude and 

geodetic longitude. We also used the IGRF-10 model in order to obtain the cyclotron 

frequencies of each particle species. In the present calculation, we adapted two-dimensional 

thin shell model of the ionospheric conductivity described in the paper of Tsunomura [1999, 

2000]. Since the ionosphere takes the form of spherical shell, the polar co-ordinate system 

(θ,φ,z) is usually used to describe the physical process. The axis z directs vertically upward. 

The non-diagonal components in the conductivity tensor are caused by the Hall 

conductance in the ionosphere. The components of the ionospheric conductivity tensor are 

derived by a simple algebraic calculation on the assumption of the null vertical current. The 

forms of σθθ, σθφ, and σφφ are 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empirical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth%27s_atmosphere
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/US_Naval_Research_Laboratory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exosphere
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=F10.7_solar_flux&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Magnetic_index&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altitude
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latitude
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitude
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where σ||, σP, and σH are longitudinal, the Pedersen and Hall conductivities and I is dip 

latitude, respectively. The dip latitude is calculated from the IGRF-10 model. σθφ is exactly 

minus of σφθ. The equation of Ohm’s law for the height-integrated ionospheric current is 

written as 
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where Jθ, Jφ, Eθ and Eφ are the components of the height-integrated current density and 

electric field, respectively. Each component of Σ is the height-integrated value of σθθ, σθφ, 

σφθ and σφφ. The integration range is obtained from the width of dynamo layer in an 

averaged altitude range from 90 km to 150 km, where the ionospheric current flows. This 

dynamo layer is derived from the relationship between the collision and cyclotron 

frequencies for each component. 



Figure 6 shows altitude profiles of ionospheric conductivity (panels (a) and (b)), and 

collision and cyclotron frequencies (panels (c) and (d)) at OKI and SMA at local magnetic 

noon (12 h, MLT) on September 23, 2002. The vertical axes in each panel are altitude in a 

range from 50 to 250 km. The red, blue, and green lines in the panels (a) and (b) indicate 

the σθθ, σθφ, and σφφ conductivities at OKI and SMA, respectively. The labels ‘Nu_NO+n’, 

‘Nu_O+n’, ‘Nu_en’, ‘Ωc_e’, ‘Ωc_NO+’ and ‘Ωc_NO+’ indicated by each line color stand 

for the collision frequencies between the neutral particles and ions (NO+, O+) and electron, 

and the cyclotron angular frequencies of electron, NO+ and O+ ions, respectively. The 

region between two dashed lines is dynamo layer satisfying ceen Ω<ν  and inci ν<Ω . 

Here, , , ceΩ ciΩ enν , and inν  are electron, ion cyclotron angular frequencies , 

electron-neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies, respectively. In the present 

calculation, we determined the upper limit of dynamo layer as the cross point between the 

NO+ ion cyclotron angular frequency and NO+ ion-neutral collision frequency. In the panels 

(a) and (b) in Figure 6, all the components of the σθθ, σθφ, and σφφ conductivities at SMA 

tends to be enhanced significantly, compared with those at OKI. For example, the peak 

value of the σφφ component at the altitude of 126 km at SMA is twice as large as that at OKI. 

This result suggests that the ionospheric conductivity in the center of the SAA region tends 



to be larger than that in the Pacific Ocean region. Since the electron density profile at SMA 

is almost the same as that at OKI in the equinox season, the enhancement of the ionospheric 

conductivity in the center of the SAA region can be caused by weakness of the ambient 

magnetic field intensity. As a next step, to derive the height-integrated conductivities above 

4 points (ANC, OKI, PON, and SMA), we determined the height-integrated range by 

identifying dynamo layer indicated by the region between the two dashed lines in the panels 

(c) and (d) in Figure 6. In this case, the height-integrated ranges are 72-126 km and 77-132 

km at OKI and SMA, respectively. It should be noted that the dynamo layer at SMA moves 

the upper ionosphere of higher plasma density region with the distance of 5 km. The 

upward movement of the dynamo layer causes a significant increase of the ionospheric 

current intensity produced by the ground magnetic field variations. From the above 

consideration, an anomalous enhancement of the low-latitude PRI and PPI/Stepwise 

signatures associated with an SC is mainly caused by the large enhancement of ionospheric 

conductivity due to weakness of the ambient magnetic field and the associated extension of 

the dynamo layer in the SAA region. 

Moreover, in order to demonstrate that the enhancement of the low-latitude PRI 

amplitude is mainly due to the enhanced ionospheric conductivity in the SAA region, we 



compared the ratio of the PRI amplitude at SMA to OKI with that of the height-integrated 

conductivity. Figure 7 shows the ratios (ANC/PON and SMA/OKI) of the daytime PRI 

amplitude and height-integrated conductivity as a function of magnetic local time. In this 

case, we calculated the ratio of the Σφφ component in the conductivity tenor, which relates 

to the Jφ and Eφ components of the ionospheric current and electric field, respectively, 

because this component corresponds to the Cowling conductivity at the dip equator. In each 

panel, the red and green lines indicate the height-integrated conductivity and PRI amplitude 

ratios, respectively. The upper panel (a) shows that both the conductivity and PRI amplitude 

ratios (ANC/PON) at the dip equator are almost constant for magnetic local time except for 

the evening sector (16-18 h, MLT). The value of the conductivity ratio is 1.6 times larger 

than that of the PRI amplitude one. This result indicates that the Eφ component of the 

equatorial electric field at ANC can be slightly smaller than that at PON, and that the 

intensity of the Eφ component depends on geomagnetic longitude. On the other hand, the 

bottom panel (b) shows that the value of the conductivity ratio (SMA/OKI) is almost the 

same as that of the PRI amplitude ratio.  The difference value was 0.5 of 2.5-3.6 around 

the noon sector (08-16 h, MLT), which corresponds to 14-20 % of the conductivity ratio for 

each magnetic local time. Therefore, it can be concluded that the enhancement of the 



low-latitude PRI amplitude at SMA located near the center of the SAA region is mainly due 

to the ionospheric conductivity enhancement associated with weakness of the ambient 

magnetic field intensity. 

Although the present study showed that a significant enhancement of ionospheric 

conductivity leads to weakness of the ambient magnetic field in the SAA region, several 

past studies of ionospheric environment over this region have pointed out the precipitation 

effect of energetic particles originating from the inner radiation belt deeply into the 

ionosphere and atmosphere [e.g., Abdu et al., 1973, 2005; Nishino et al., 2002]. The particle 

precipitation results in the enhanced ionospheric conductivity at the altitude of D- and 

E-region due to increase of ionization during both the quiet and disturbed periods suggested 

by observations of the Ionosonde, riometer, and VLF radio propagation [e.g., Abdu et al., 

1973; Nishino et al., 2002]. Abdu et al. [1998, 2003a, b] reported that the ionospheric 

conductivity tends to be more enhanced during the disturbed periods than during the quiet 

ones. However, the present analysis result showed that the ratio (SMA/OKI) of the PRI 

amplitude is almost the same as that of the height-integrated conductivity derived from the 

IRI-2007 model. Since this model does not include the effect of the high-energy particle 

precipitation, this fact suggests that the effect of the reduced magnetic field intensity plays 



a major role in the enhancement of the ionospheric conductivity in the SAA region. This 

effect should be clarified in future work by investigating dependence of the PRI and 

PPI/Stepwise amplitudes on geomagnetic activity together with the analysis of high-energy 

particles obtained from satellites at the ionospheric altitude. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Occurrence features of the preliminary impulse (PI) of geomagnetic sudden 

commencement (SC) in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and Pacific Ocean regions from 

the low latitude (dip latitude: less than 38o) to the dip equator were investigated using the 

long-term magnetic field data obtained from the CPMN and NSWM magnetometer 

networks. The occurrence features of the preliminary reverse impulse (PRI) and 

preliminary positive impulse (PPI) are summarized below.  

1. The PRI and PPI/Stepwise signatures near the dip equator tended to appear dominantly 

with the peak value of more than 80 % in the daytime (05-19 h, MLT) and nighttime 

(19-05 h, MLT) sectors, respectively. The occurrence rate tended to decrease with 

increase of the dip latitude. The occurrence features of the equatorial PRI and 

PPI/Stepwise signatures did not show a remarkable difference in between the Pacific 



Ocean (PON: dip latitude = 1.01o, YAP: dip latitude = 3.29o) and SAA (ANC: dip latitude 

= 1.43o, SLZ: dip latitude = -2.96o) regions. 

2. Magnetic local time dependence of the equatorial PRI amplitude at PON and SMA 

showed a significant enhancement in the daytime sector with the peak value of 7.7 nT 

around 10 h (MLT). The distribution of the PRI amplitude in the Pacific Ocean (PON) 

region indicated almost the same feature as that in the and SAA (ANC) region. 

3. The occurrence rate of the low-latitude PRI and PPI/Stepwise signatures became the 

maximum around noon in both the Pacific Ocean (OKI: dip latitude = 37.97o) and SAA 

(SMA: dip latitude = -34.35o) regions. This distribution was almost the same tendency as 

that in the equatorial region. The occurrence rate at SMA was enhanced significantly with 

its peak value of about 80 %. This peak value was about twice as large as that at OKI in 

the Pacific Ocean region. 

4. The distribution of the low-latitude PRI amplitude at SMA showed a significant 

enhancement in the daytime sector (06-18 h, MLT), compared with that at OKI. The peak 

value around noon at SMA was 3.0 times larger than that at OKI. This result suggests that 

the PRI amplitude tended to be enhanced near the center of the SAA region. 

5. The low-latitude PRI signature at OKI appeared dominantly in the daytime (09-16 h, 



MLT) sector with the averaged occurrence rate of 25 % in spite of the low-latitude region 

of more than 15o (dip latitude). The occurrence feature of the PRI in the low-latitude 

region is quite different from that reported by the past studies [e.g., Matsushita, 1962; 

Araki, 1977]. However, the distribution of the PRI amplitude gave was a peak value of 

0.51 nT around noon, and the value was relatively small. Therefore, the significant 

enhancement of the PRI occurrence in the low latitude can be considered as a significant 

improvement of the magnetometer with high accuracy and digitization of the observation 

data. 

6. The calculation result of the IRI-2007 and NRLMSISE-00 models showed a significant 

enhancement of the σθθ, σθφ, and σφφ conductivities in the SAA region, where the ambient 

magnetic field decreases to a half value of the Pacific Ocean region. The ratio of the 

height-integrated Σφφ conductivities (SMA/OKI) was nearly the same as that of the PRI 

amplitude ratio. The difference value was 0.5 of 2.5-3.6 around the noon sector (08-16 h, 

MLT), which corresponds to 14-20 % of the conductivity ratio for each magnetic local 

time. This result suggests that the weakness of the ambient magnetic field intensity in the 

SAA region leads to the significant enhancement of the ionospheric conductivities. 
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1. Waveform of geomagnetic field variations of the H-component during SC occurred at 

16:47:45 (UT) on 21 October, 2001. The time interval is 7 minutes from 16:46 to 16:53 (UT). The 

vertical dashed lines in both the panels give the onset time of SC, while the dotted-dashed line in the 

lower panel indicates the peak amplitude of the PPI/Stepwise signature associated with SC. The 

upper and lower panels indicate the H-component data with time resolution of 1 second obtained at 

ANC, EUS and SMA near the SAA region and at OKI, GAM, CEB, YAP, and PON in the Pacific 

Ocean region, respectively.  

 

Figure 2. Difference of geomagnetic field variations of the H-component between GAM, CEB, 

YAP, PON and OKI during SC. The format of this figure is the same as that of the panel (b) in 

Figure 1. There can be seen an abrupt increase of the H-component with its duration time of about 1 

minute at GAM, YAP and PON at the onset of SC. 

 

Figure 3. Waveform of geomagnetic field variations of the H-component during SC occurred at 

06:25:50 (UT) on 4 November, 2003. The time interval is 7 minutes from 06:24 to 06:31 (UT). The 



vertical dashed lines in both the panels give the onset time of SC, while the dotted-dashed line in the 

upper panel indicates the peak amplitude of the PPI/Stepwise signature associated with SC. The 

upper and lower panels indicate the H-component data with time resolution of 1 second obtained at 

SLZ, EUS and SMA near the SAA region and at OKI, CEB, YAP, and PON in the Pacific Ocean 

region, respectively. 

 

Figure 4. Occurrence rate of the PRI and PPI/Stepwise signatures during SCs detected at each 

station as a function of magnetic local time. The left and right panels are that of the Pacific Ocean 

and SAA regions, respectively, in a dip latitude range from 1.0o to 38o. The red (PRI), blue (PPI) 

and green (Non) colors correspond to the PRI, PPI/Stepwise and unclear signatures, respectively. 

The station name and dip latitude are shown in the top of each panel. 

 

Figure 5. Average distribution of the PRI amplitude in the Pacific Ocean and SAA regions near the 

dip equator (PON-ANC) (panel (a)) and off equator (OKI-SMA) (panel (b)) as a function of 

magnetic local time. The red and green lines indicate the averaged PRI amplitude detected in the 

Pacific Ocean and SAA regions, respectively. 

 



Figure 6. Altitude profiles of ionospheric conductivity at OKI (a) and SMA (b), electron-neutral, 

ion-neutral collision, electron, NO+, O+ ion cyclotron angular frequencies at OKI (c) and SMA (d) 

derived from NRLMSISE-00 and IRI-2007. The vertical axes in each panel are altitude in a range 

from 50 to 250 km. In the panels (a) and (b), the red, blue, and green lines indicate the σθθ, σθφ, 

and σφφ conductivities, respectively. The labels ‘Nu_NO+n’, ‘Nu_O+n’, ‘Nu_en’, ‘Ωc_e’, 

‘Ωc_NO+’ and ‘Ωc_NO+’ stand for the collision frequencies between the neutral particles and ions 

(NO+, O+) and electron, and the cyclotron angular frequencies of electron, NO+ and O+ ions, 

respectively. 

 

Figure7. Ratios (ANC/PON and SMA/OKI) of the daytime PRI amplitude and 

height-integrated Σφφ conductivity as a function of magnetic local time. In each panel, the 

read and green lines indicate the height-integrated conductivity and PRI amplitude ratios. 

 

Table 1. Lists of magnetogram station, analysis period and SC events 

 

 

 



Station Dip LAT. [deg] GMLAT. [deg] GMLONG. [deg] Analysis period 
Number of SC 

events 

Ancon 

(ANC) 
1.43 3.10 354.66 1996/01-2006/10 2046 

Sao Luis  

(SLZ) 
-2.96 6.49 27.75 2002/12-2007/04 462 

Eusebio  

(EUS) 
-11.99 4.72 33.41 1996/01-2006/01 2104 

Santa Maria 

(SMA) 
-34.35 -19.82 13.31 1998/04-2008/09 1692 

Okinawa 

(OKI) 
37.97 16.87 198.41 1996/04-2008/10 2028 

Guam 

(GAM) 
12.42 5.22 215.64 1996/01-2003/07 1666 

Cebu 

(CEB) 
5.79 0.85 195.27 1998/08-2005/06 1599 

Yap  

(YAP) 
3.29 0.38 209.21 1998/09-2008/09 1921 

Pohnpei 

(PON) 
1.01 0.27 229.44 1997/03-2004/05 1631 

 

Table 1 
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